Today, LibGen Policy Coordinator, Charlisa Goodlet, joins LibGen as our Policy Coordinator. Her past work experience includes working in the New York City Office ofologic, where she advocated on behalf of directly impacted community members and organizers, and we’re grateful for all they bring. They are the proud parent of Datu, a great cat who taught himself to play fetch.

Adrien Lorenzo
Grassroots Relationships Manager
Adrien Lorenzo-Weibgen is expanding the policy team, and they’re not the only star. Now a team of nine, meet the three stellar folks who are making our vision for a more just world stronger:

### VIPOPIC

**In the Magazine**

- Today:
  - #MoveOn's #HearUs4Justice: Rakeen Mabud walk through the history of racism that upholds decit
  - Jeremie and Groundwork's "Guaranteed Income from the Ground Up: Building Power and Policy in Community"

- In case you missed it + What’s to come:
  - Debt is Discretionary, not necessary, and for our communities it’s all too much. Keep going.
  - “Justice” is a word that has become performative politics. We know that’s not what people mean. We want to talk about the reality of people of color.
  - Demonstrations of Disregard for the safety of our basic needs. It’s All Too Much. Keep Going.

**Up next:**

- On Friday, October 8, LibGen policy forum on why tax justice is racial justice.

---

**IN CASE YOU MISSED IT + WHAT’S TO COME**

**Upcoming Events**

- TODAY:
  - DC Rally to Investigate Facebook
  - Online: Reporting Low Income Child Tax Credit and the Child Tax Credit and the Child Tax Credit and the Child Tax Credit
  - Virtual panel: "Guaranteed Income from the Ground Up: Building Power and Policy in Community"

- This week: #ProsperUS Statement

- Our mailing address is: 1438 Webster Ave. Oakland, CA 94612

---
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